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Figure 1: Our method renders even-numbered frames at a lower resolution, saving on rendering time and transmission band-
width. Low resolution frames are upsampled before being displayed; high resolution frames are compensated for the lost
information. When such a sequence is viewed at a high frame rate, the frames are perceived as if they were rendered at full
resolution.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increasingly higher virtual reality (VR) display resolutions and
good-quality anti-aliasing make rendering in VR prohibitively ex-
pensive. The generation of these complex frames 90 times per sec-
ond in a binocular setup demands substantial computational power.
Wireless transmission of the frames from the GPU to the VR head-
set poses another challenge, requiring high-bandwidth dedicated
links.

Current approaches of rendering in VR with limited computa-
tional resources often utilise reprojection techniques [Beeler et al.
2016; Didyk et al. 2010; Vlachos 2016]. The assumption of these
techniques is that the rendering cost can be reduced by drawing
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only every k-th frame, and generating in-between frames by trans-
forming the previous frame. However, as reprojection often pro-
duces unexpected distortions and artifacts when encountering rapid
brightness change, occlusions and repeated patterns, these tech-
niques should only be used as a last resort. Vlachos [2016] suggests
that displaying a lower resolution frame is often preferred.

We propose a conceptually simple and robust technique for re-
ducing both bandwidth and rendering cost for high-frame-rate dis-
plays by 25–49% with only marginal computational overhead and
small impact on image quality. Our technique, Temporal Resolution
Multiplexing (TRM), can also be applied to future high-refresh-rate
desktop displays and television sets to improve motion quality.

2 OUR APPROACH
Temporal Resolution Multiplexing (TRM) takes advantage of the
limitations of the human visual system: the finite integration time
that results in fusion of rapid temporal changes, along with the in-
ability to perceive both high spatial and temporal frequency signals
at the same time. An illusion of smooth, high-frame-rate motion
is generated by rendering a low-resolution version of the content
for every even-numbered frame and compensating for the loss of
information by modifying every odd-numbered frame. When such
these frames are viewed at a high frame rate (> 90Hz), the visual
system fuses them and perceives the original, full resolution video.
TRM also reduces motion blur artifacts as illustrated in Figure 2.

The proposed technique, although conceptually simple, requires
much attention to details, such as overcoming dynamic range limita-
tions, ensuring that potential flicker is invisible, display calibration
and designing the solution that will save both rendering time and
bandwidth.
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Figure 2: Simulation of perceivedmotion blur for full frame
rate (120Hz), reduced frame rate (60Hz) and TRM with dif-
ferent resolution reduction factors.

3 IMPLEMENTATION AND FUTUREWORK
We first tested the technique in a custom OpenGL/OpenVR-based
software. According to our measurements as shown in Figure 3, an
unoptimized implementation of TRM offered a 19-25% performance
improvement for a fill-rate bound football scene (Figure 4 left) .
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Figure 3: Performance measurement of standard 90Hz ren-
dering for two consecutive frames averaged over 1500 sam-
ples (top); compared with TRM with different resolution re-
duction factors (center and bottom). For each frame (full) in-
dicates full-resolution, (r.) indicates reduced-resolution ren-
dering.

As TRM is perceptually motivated, we validated its performance
in a subjective experiment. We used pairwise comparison with
sequential presentation for the virtual scenes in Figure 4. Partici-
pants compared TRM with baseline rendering and two alternative
techniques: NCSFI (blur reduction) [Chen et al. 2005] and ASW
(reprojection) [Beeler et al. 2016]. The experiment was performed
on an HTC Vive and an Oculus Rift CV1. Nine paid participants
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part (Figure 4).
Results indicate that TRM was almost indistinguishable from full-
resolution rendering and significantly better than NCSFI or ASW
(Figure 5). In post experiment interviews we verified that observers
perceived no flicker while using TRM on 90Hz.

In conclusion, TRM is a robust, attractive alternative to dropped
frames and naïve resolution reduction, and produces none of the ob-
vious artifacts of reprojection techniques. It is easy to integrate into
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Figure 4: Stimuli used for validation.
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Figure 5: Results of pairwise comparison experiments. TRM
with a resolution reduction factor of 1/2 is almost indistin-
guishable from full 90Hz rendering. Similar state-of-the-art
techniques NCSFI and ASW were deemed to have signifi-
cantly lower quality by the participants.

existing rendering pipelines, fast to compute, and can be combined
with other visual coding methods, such as chroma-subsampling
and video codecs such as h.265 and JPEG XS to further reduce
bandwidth.

Currently we are exploring the parameter space in order to
determine the relationship between the display refresh rate and the
maximum possible resolution reduction that results in no noticeable
quality degradation.
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